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“Blaedel is no trend. She is a remarkable crime writer who 

time and again delivers an engaging story that any reader in 

the world can enjoy.”        —karin slaughter, new york times

 bestselling author of criminal

“Sara Blaedel delivers eerily realistic thrillers that crackle 

with crisp prose and steady suspense.”                —booklist

“Blaedel is at the top of her game. louise rick is a character 

who will have readers coming back for more.”

—camilla läckberg, bestselling author of  

the stonecutter

A young woman’s body is found on the street in Copen-

hagen’s vesterbro district, her throat slit, and the media is 

clamoring for the grisly details. detective louise rick is in-

vestigating the gruesome murder when her friend, Camilla 

lind, calls. louise assumes it is because Camilla, a crime 

reporter on a morning paper, wants to be the first to hear of 

any juicy new developments. instead, her distraught friend 

reveals that her eleven-year-old son found an abandoned 

baby on his way to school. 

As louise digs deeper into the murder and the mysterious 

foundling, every uncovered clue points to organized human 

trafficking from eastern europe, run by ruthless gangsters 

who despise women and won’t hesitate to kill anyone who 

gets in their way . . .

sArA blAedel is the author of the international bestsell-

ing detective louise rick thriller series, including Call me 

princess and only one life. Her books are published in sev-

enteen countries. She was voted denmark’s most popular 

novelist for the third time in 2011. Sara lives in Copenhagen.

fArewell to freedom
A detective louise rick Thriller

SArA BlAedel
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prAise for the hemingwAy pAtrols:

“meticulously written. mort makes a fascinating read of every subject he takes up.”     —the Associated press

“A unique biography of ernest Hemingway’s decision to volunteer to hunt german U-boats in the gulf 

Stream. it was this quest that would shape much of The old man and the Sea. A rewarding read about the 

inner workings of an artistic mind.”        —kirkus reviews

“epic in scope. Terry mort tells the story of a little-known period in the life of one of America’s greatest 

novelists.”         —philip caputo, author of A rumor of war and Acts of faith

in february 1861, the twelve-year-old son of Arizona rancher John Ward was kidnapped by Apaches. Ward 

followed their trail and reported the incident to patrols at fort Buchanan, blaming a band of Chiricahuas led 

by the infamous warrior Cochise. Though Ward had no proof that Cochise had kidnapped his son, lt. george 

Bascom organized a patrol and met with the Apache leader, who, not suspecting anything was amiss, had 

brought along his wife, his brother, and two sons. despite Cochise’s assertions that he had not taken the boy 

and his offer to help in the search, Bascom immediately took Cochise’s family hostage and demanded the 

return of the boy. An incensed Cochise escaped the meeting tent amidst flying bullets and vowed revenge.

What followed that precipitous encounter would ignite a Southwestern frontier war between the Chirica-

huas and the US Army that would last twenty-five years. in the days following the initial melee, innocent 

passersby—Apache, white, and mexican—would be taken as hostages on both sides, and almost all of them 

would be brutally slaughtered. Cochise would lead his people valiantly for ten years of the decades-long war. 

Thousands of lives would be lost, the economies of Arizona and New mexico would be devastated, and in the 

end, the Chiricahua way of life would essentially cease to exist. 

in a gripping narrative that often reads like an old-fashioned Western novel, Terry mort explores the colli-

sion of these two radically different cultures in a masterful account of one of the bloodiest conflicts in our 

frontier history.

terry mort is the author of The Hemingway patrols and divides his time between Arizona and Colorado. 

in A powerful evocAtion of the spirit And drAmA of the AmericAn west,  

here is the hArrowing story of the feud thAt ignited the ApAche wArs.

the wrAth of cochise
The Bascom Affair and the origins of the Apache Wars

Terry morT
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“first published in 1933, guy endore’s The Werewolf of 

paris may finally be coming into its own. like those oth-

er horror classics, mary Shelley’s frankenstein and Bram 

Stoker’s dracula, this notorious novel doesn’t just aim for 

rawhead-and-bloody-bones gruesomeness. perhaps its clos-

est analogue may actually be still another classic about the 

savage demons inside us all, robert louis Stevenson’s dr. 

Jekyll and mr. Hyde. endore stresses how much we are all 

the playthings of dark impulses beyond our understanding.”

—michael dirda, the washington post

The werewolf is one of the great iconic figures of horror in 

folklore, legend, film, and literature. And connoisseurs of 

horror fiction know that The Werewolf of paris is a corner-

stone work.

endore’s classic novel has not only withstood the test of 

time since it was first published in 1933, but it boldly used 

and portrayed elements of sexual compulsion in ways that 

had never been seen before, at least not in horror literature.

in this gripping work of historical fiction, endore’s were-

wolf, an outcast named Bertrand Caillet, travels across 

pre-revolutionary france seeking to calm the beast within. 

Stunning in its sexual frankness and eerie, fog-enshrouded 

visions, this novel was decidedly influential for the gen-

erations of horror and science fiction authors who came 

afterward.

A Hollywood screenwriter who collaborated on scripts like 

mark of the vampire, guy endore also wrote several nov-

els, including Nightmare and king of paris. A cult favorite 

of fans of horror, he is best known for The Werewolf of paris, 

which occupies a significant position in werewolf literature, 

much in the same way that dracula does for vampire litera-

ture. guy endore died in 1970.

endore’s clAssic werewolf novel—now in pAperbAck for the first time in over  

forty yeArs—helped define A genre And set A new stAndArd in horror fiction.

the werewolf of pAris
A Novel

gUy eNdore
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pAst prAise for cArolyn hAines:

“distinctive characters make [the] tenth Sarah Booth del-

aney mystery the best yet in this Southern cozy series.”

—publishers weekly, starred review

“Warmth, wit, and authenticity come through in her charac-

ters. A good, old-fashioned, fast-moving whodunnit.”

—mobile register

“reminiscent in many ways of Janet evanovich’s Stephanie 

plum novels, only fresher with a bit more of an edge and 

none of the pretentiousness.”  —providence journal-bulletin

in the 1940s, Coden, Alabama was a hideaway for movie 

stars—an isolated playground tucked among live oaks and 

placid bay waters where pleasure and vice could be in-

dulged. By the summer of 1974 Coden’s glamour has faded, 

but it doesn’t bother mimi Bosarge, who is just happy to 

have a job as a live-in tutor with the wealthiest family in 

town, the Hendersons. When the Hendersons generously 

open their arms to Annie, a troubled teenager with no recol-

lection of her past, mimi’s greatest concern is creating a 

curriculum for the family’s new ward. 

But it soon becomes obvious that something is wrong. 

Annie seems suspiciously savvy for her young age, and 

mimi can’t quell the unnerving sense that there is some-

thing malicious about the waiflike beauty.

r. b. chesterton is the pseudonym for Carolyn Haines, 

who was the 2010 recipient of the Harper lee Award for dis-

tinguished Writing, the 2009 recipient of the richard Wright 

Award for literary excellence, and the 2011 rT reviewers’ 

Choice Award for Best Amateur Sleuth. She is the author 

of more than sixty books in a number of genres. She is an 

assistant professor of english at the University of South Ala-

bama where she teaches fiction writing.

when the hendersons tAke in A mysterious teenAger, they Are hAppy  

to hAve A new Addition to the fAmily, but it soon becomes cleAr  

thAt Annie is no regulAr orphAn  . . .

the dArkling
A Novel

r. B. CHeSTerToN
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“riveting and chilling. A valuable, and terrifying, glimpse 

into one of the more neglected apsects of the Holocaust.”

—booklist

“in lively and engaging prose, dawson tells the horrific story 

of the destruction of Ukrainian Jewry. With the keen, descrip-

tive eye of an experienced investigative reporter, dawson lifts 

the veil covering a critical and tragic moment in history.”

—michael n. dobkowski, 

the jewish book council

When one thinks of the Holocaust, we think of Auschwitz, 

dachau; and when we think of justice for this terrible chap-

ter in history, we think of Nuremberg. Not of russia or the 

Ukraine, and certainly not of a city called kharkov. But in 

reality, the first war-crimes trial against the Nazis was in this 

idyllic, peaceful Ukrainian city, which is fitting, because it is 

also where the Holocaust actually began.

eighteen months before the end of World War ii—two full 

years before the opening statement by the prosecution at 

Nuremberg—three Nazi officers and a Ukrainian collabora-

tor were tried and convicted of war crimes and hanged in 

kharkov’s public square. The trial is symbolic of the larger 

omission of the Ukraine from the popular history of the Ho-

locaust—another deep irony, as most of the first of the six 

million perished in the Ukraine long before Hitler and his lieu-

tenants even decided on the formalities of the final Solution.

greg dAwson is the eldest son of Zhanna Arshanskaya. 

greg has been a journalist for over forty years and has worked 

for a variety of newspapers, including Boston Herald and in-

dianapolis Star. greg is currently a columnist for The orlando 

Sentinel. He lives with his wife in orlando.

the history of the forgotten khArkov triAls, which sought justice for 

the thousAnds of jews killed in the ukrAine two yeArs before nuremberg.

judgment before nuremberg
The Holocaust in the Ukraine and the first Nazi War Crimes Trial

greg dAWSoN
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in 1954, in a remote mountain village in South America, 

a little girl was abducted. She was four years old. marina 

Chapman was stolen from her housing estate and then 

abandoned deep in the Colombian jungle.

That she survived is a miracle. Two days later, half-drugged, 

terrified, and starving, she came upon a troop of capuchin 

monkeys. Acting entirely on instinct, she tried to do what they 

did: she ate what they ate and copied their actions, and, little 

by little, learned to fend for herself.

So begins the story of her five years among the monkeys, 

during which time she gradually became feral; she lost the 

ability to speak, lost all inhibition, lost any real sense of be-

ing human, replacing the structure of human society with the 

social mores of her new simian family.

But society was eventually to reclaim her. At age ten she 

was discovered by a pair of hunters who took her to the law-

less Colombian city of Cùcuta where, in exchange for a par-

rot, they sold her to a brothel. When she learned that she was 

to be groomed for prostitution, she made her plans to escape. 

But her adventure wasn’t over yet . . .

in the vein of Slumdog millionaire and City of god, this 

rousing story of a lost child who overcomes the dangers of 

the wild and the brutality of the streets to finally reclaim her 

life will astonish readers everywhere.

Now married to an englishman and living in Bradford, eng-

land, mArinA chApmAn plans to donate her share of the 

profits from this book to help finance charities that combat 

human trafficking and child slavery in Colombia. 

Based in Wales, co-author lynne bArrett-lee’s first 

novel, Julia gets a life, was published by Bantam. Her most 

recent novel, Barefoot in the dark, was shortlisted for the 

inaugural melissa Nathan Award.

the poignAnt story of A girl who overcomes unique hArdship And deprivAtion—

growing up with A troop of cApuchin monkeys—to find ultimAte redemption.

$26.95 | HArdCover
TerriTory: U.S. (x)

iSBN 978-1-60598-474-2
6 x 9 | 336 pAgeS | CQ 24

memoir
April

the girl with no nAme
The incredible Story of a Child raised by monkeys

mAriNA CHApmAN
With lynne Barrett-lee

• nAtionAl television And  
rAdio interviews 

• mAjor review coverAge
• co-op AvAilAble
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“magic Words is a complicated, breathlessly plotted fiction-

al take on the American Jewish experience unlike anything 

we’ve seen from philip roth, Chaim potok, Saul Bellow, or 

Bernard malamud . . . To quote the great prestidigitator (and 

actor and director) orson Welles: ‘What makes a good ma-

gician? He’s the man who can get that rabbit out in time.’ in 

magic Words, gerald kolpan does precisely that.”

—the philadelphia inquirer

“kolpan’s novel rollicks along with a huge cast, colorful 

locales, and a jolly sense of fun. An entertaining romp 

through the world of victorian showmanship of particular 

appeal to fans of comic westerns.”  —publishers weekly

young Jewish immigrant Julius comes of age surrounded by 

the wild world of 1867 Nebraska. He befriends the mysterious 

prophet John, who saves his life when the two are captured 

by the ponca indian tribe. living as a slave, Julius meets the 

noble chief Standing Bear and his young daughter, prairie 

flower, with whom he falls in love. 

But Julius has reckoned without the arrival of his older 

cousin, Alexander—who, as the great Herrmann, is the most 

famous young magician in America. Nor does he suspect the 

ultimate consequences of Alex’s affair with lady-Jane little 

feather, a glamorous—and murderous—prostitute destined 

to become the most scandalous woman on two continents.

filled with adventure, humor, and colorful characters, 

magic Words is a riveting adventure about the nature of 

prejudice, the horror of genocide, and a courageous young 

man who straddles two worlds to fight for love and freedom.

gerAld kolpAn, author of etta (2009), previously was a 

contributor to Npr’s All Things Considered and for twenty 

years was the emmy award-winning features reporter for 

philly’s WxTf–Tv. He lives in philadelphia.

in A riveting novel of love And Adventure, julius meyer comes to the new world to 

find himself Acting As trAnslAtor for the fAmed indiAn chief stAnding beAr.

mAgic words
The Tale of a Jewish Boy-interpreter, the World’s most estimable magician, a murderous Harlot,  
and America’s greatest indian Chief

gerAld kolpAN
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“High suspense. A book to read in one go.”           —bella

“The new novel by the queen of german crime is jam-packed 

with surprises. explosive, enthralling, and an absolute plea-

sure to read.”         —funkuhr

“Unbelievably compelling.”            —plus magazine

An old farm, a deserted landscape, a dark secret from times 

past with fatal consequences for the present.

in the tranquil northern seaside town of Scarborough, a 

student is found cruelly murdered. for months, the inves-

tigators are in the dark, until they are faced with a copy-

cat crime. The investigation continues as they struggle to 

establish a connection between the two victims. Ambitious 

detective valerie Almond clings to the all too obvious: a rift 

within the family of the second victim. But there is far more 

to the case than first appears, and valerie is led toward a 

dark secret inextricably linked to the evacuation of children 

to Scarborough during World War ii.

Horrified at her last-minute discovery, valerie realizes that 

she may be too late to save the next victim.

chArlotte link is one of europe’s bestselling crime fic-

tion authors and has sold more than fifteen million novels 

in germany alone. Her atmospheric brand of psychologi-

cal suspense made The other Child a massive number one 

bestseller in germany. Charlotte’s novels have been nomi-

nated for the german Book prize and her work has been 

adapted for television, including The other Child.

with over 15 million copies of her novels sold in europe, now for the first time in 

english, chArlotte link’s chillingly psychologicAl AmericAn debut.

the other child
A Novel of Crime

CHArloTTe liNk
Translated by Stefan Tobler

• thriller blog outreAch
• 500-copy gAlley printing
• mystery book club promotion
• co-op AvAilAble
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pAst prAise for dAvid downie:

“perhaps the most evocative American book about paris since A moveable feast.”           —jan morris

“david downie is the master of educated curiosity. With him we discover paris, a seemingly public city that 

is, in fact, full of secrets—great lives, lives wasted on the bizarre; forgotten artisans; lost graves. i have 

walked some of the city’s streets with him, and reading this book is just as tactile an experience.”  

                    —michael ondaatje 

“Bristling with knowledge and the insights of good fiction, downie takes you on a trip that is as much 

a compelling intellectual journey as it is a rich revelation of place. A hard book to put down.”  

                  —g. y. dryansky, author of coquilles, calva, and crème

driven by curiosity, wanderlust, health crises, and with their fiftieth birthdays looming, david downie and his 

wife, photographer Alison Harris, set out from paris to walk across france to the pyrenees. Starting on the rue 

Saint-Jacques, then trekking 750 miles south to roncesvalles, Spain, their eccentric route would take 72 days 

on roman roads and pilgrimage paths—a 1,100-year-old network of trails leading to the sanctuary of Saint 

James the greater. it is best known as el Camino de Santiago de Compostela—“The Way” for short.

The object of any pilgrimage is an inward journey manifested in a long, reflective walk. for downie, the 

inward journey met the outer one: a combination of self-discovery and physical regeneration. more than 

200,000 pilgrims take the highly commercialized Spanish route annually, but few cross france as the author 

did. from paris to the pyrenees on ancient trails, through the dark forests of the mountainous morvan and 

the celebrated wine country of Burgundy, then along the centuries-old via lemovicensis, downie will make 

the pilgrimage in his own maverick way.

dAvid downie has called paris home since 1986. He has written for over fifty publications worldwide 

including Bon Appetit, The los Angeles Times, Town & Country Travel, The San francisco Chronicle, 
epicurious.com, and Salon.com. He is the author of paris, paris: Journey into the City of light, three Terroir 
guides, as well as several cookbooks and crime novels.

pArt Adventure story, pArt culturAl history, the Author of  

pAris, pAris: journey into the city of light explores the phenomenon of 

pilgrimAge Along the Age-old wAy of sAint jAmes

pAris to the pyrenees
A Skeptic pilgrim Walks the Way of Saint James

dAvid doWNie

• Author tour: new york, sAn frAncisco, seAttle
• nAtionAl review Attention
• off-the-book-pAge feAtures
• trAvel blog outreAch
• sAtellite rAdio tour
• co-op AvAilAble
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“The dashingly mysterious Hawkwood is entirely suitable as 

a regency-era James Bond. The best of the writing, howev-

er, comes through mcgee’s capacity for rendering regency-

era london.”            —kirkus reviews

“Historical thriller fans will look forward to the sequels.”

—publishers weekly

“Hawkwood has everything—duels and derring-do, london 

highlife and london lowlife, french lechery and treachery—

all contained in a fast-moving, cleverly constructed plot with 

an immaculately detailed historical background.”

—reginald hill

The year is 1811, and Bow Street runner matthew Hawk-

wood is ordered by Chief magistrate James read to investi-

gate the double murder of a coachman and a naval courier 

on the kent road.

Hawkwood is initially puzzled as to why read is so con-

cerned by this relatively mundane case, but as his investiga-

tion unfolds, another body is discovered and a higher agenda 

begins to emerge—an attempt by the emperor Napoleon to 

bring about a crushing military and psychological blow to 

Britain, the means of which would bring terror to the seas for 

years to come . . .

jAmes mcgee grew up in gibraltar, germany, and North-

ern ireland. There are four novels in the Hawkwood series: 

Hawkwood, resurrectionist, rapscallion, and rebellion. 

mcgee, the pseudonym for glen may, lives in Somerset, 

england.

now in pAperbAck, the debut thriller in the investigAtor mAtthew hAwkwood series, 

hunter of thieves, spies, And murderers in the streets of regency london.

hAwkwood
A regency Crime Thriller

JAmeS mCgee
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“A darkly attractive hero, terrific period atmosphere and 

action that moves so fast.”   —the times (london)

“A richly enjoyable and impressively researched novel – also 

very gripping. James mcgee is clearly a rising star in the 

historical galaxy and i look forward to Hawkwood’s return.”

—Andrew taylor, author of the American boy

“rambunctious entertainment”      —the observer (london)

“This adventure yarn races along with twists and turns that 

grip from page to page. it’s a cracker; unrelentingly enter-

taining. And it’s one of the best books i’ve read in a long 

while.”      —coventry telegraph

for a french prisoner of war, there is only one fate worse than 

the gallows: the hulks. former man-o’-wars, now converted 

to prison ships, their fearsome reputation guarantees a 

sentence served in dreadful conditions. few survive. escape, 

it’s said, is impossible.

yet reports persist of a sinister smuggling operation within 

this brutal world—and the royal Navy is worried enough to 

send two of its officers to investigate. When they disappear 

without a trace, the Navy turns in desperation to Bow Street 

for help. it’s time to send in a man as dangerous as the prey. 

it’s time to send in Hawkwood . . .

jAmes mcgee grew up in gibraltar, germany, and North-

ern ireland. There are four novels in the Hawkwood series: 

Hawkwood, resurrectionist, rapscallion, and rebellion. 

mcgee, the pseudonym for glen may, lives in Somerset, 

england.

in the third Adventure feAturing the jAmes bond of the regency erA,  

mAtthew hAwkwood goes undercover to hunt down smugglers And  

trAitors At the height of the nApoleonic wArs. 

rApscAllion
A regency Crime Thriller

JAmeS mCgee
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“All congratulations to the longwood Symphony orchestra 

for making the connection between music and medicine so 

visible and palpable. following dr. Albert Schweitzer’s ‘rev-

erence for life’ philosophy, dr. Wong and each of her l.S.o. 

colleagues serve humanity on so many levels.”   —yo-yo ma

“i was impressed by the breadth and creativity of the pro-

gram and the astonishing finesse.”— the wall street journal

“music nurtures, supports, sustains and empowers every as-

pect of human existence. How natural a companion, then, 

is music to our medical healers and the art they practice. dr. 

Wong’s absorbing narrative provides a loving window into 

the lives of medical professionals where healing and music 

dance in radiant harmony. An inspirational must-read for all 

who seek lives of joy and contribution.”

—mark churchil, dean emeritus, new england  

conservatory and director of el sistema, usA

in Scales to Scalpels, dr. Wong and robert viagas chronicle 

how the musical acumen of these talented physicians affects 

the way they administer healing and, in turn, how their work 

affects their music. What cognitive and emotional shifts oc-

cur when a surgeon transitions from the chaos of the er to the 

discipline of the orchestra rehearsal studio? How does practic-

ing the art of music transform the art of practicing medicine?

dr. lisA wong is an associate in pediatrics at Harvard med-

ical School and maintains her own private practice in Boston’s 

South Shore. She is the president of the longwood Symphony, 

a board member of young Audiences of massachusetts, and 

helped start “Bring Back the music,” which revitalized in-class 

instrumental music instruction in Boston public schools.

robert viAgAs founded playbill.com, Theatre.com, and 

Broadway Television Network, and is the editor of playbill Books.

the inspiring story of A group of tAlented musiciAns And their remArkAble 

interplAy between the worlds of music And medicine.

scAles to scAlpels
doctors Who practice the Healing Arts of music and medicine

dr. liSA WoNg with roBerT viAgAS
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As seen on the todAy show, An intimAte portrAit of englAnd’s longest-reigning 

queen—including the first-ever book interview with prince williAm.
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“At long last, we have the definitive portrait of Queen eliza-

beth’s world today. robert Hardman knows the true story 

and tells it superbly.”           —Andrew roberts

“An intimate portrait of the royal commitments at home 

and abroad. provides an exceptional insight into the work of 

the Queen and other members of the royal family.”

—bbc entertainment

“Simply magnificent. This gripping, fascinating and authori-

tative tour de force—covering the Queen herself, the power 

and the celebrity of Britain’s royalty with equal panache—

gleams with a unique combination of insider anecdotes, 

deep knowledge, personal experience and superb storytell-

ing by Britain’s outstanding royal observer.”

—simon sebag montefiore

History has known no monarch like her. She has traveled 

farther than all her predecessors put together and lived lon-

ger than any of them. She has known more historic figures 

than anyone alive—from Churchill to mandela, de gaulle 

to obama.

Now, the distinguished royal writer robert Hardman has 

been granted special access to the world of Queen elizabeth 

ii to produce this enthralling new portrait of one of the most 

popular pubic figures on earth.

Queen elizabeth ii sits at the head of an ancient institution 

that remains simultaneously popular, regal, inclusive, and rel-

evant in a twenty-first-century world. it is down to neither luck 

nor longevity: it is down to the shrewd judgment of a thor-

oughly modern monarchy—with no small assistance from 

the longest-serving consort in history. Here is the inside story.

robert hArdmAn has covered aspects of royal life for 

more than twenty years and is the writer of both the film and 

the book monarchy: The royal family at Work. He writes 

for the daily mail in london.

her mAjesty
Queen elizabeth ii and Her Court

roBerT HArdmAN
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prAise for the john ceepAk mystery series:

“Thoughtful, funny, and exciting.”        —chicago tribune

“A nearly perfect read.”           —mystery scene magazine

“This series offers far more than a beach-book romp. Taut 

and satisfying crime fiction.”        —booklist

“vivid local color and sharply drawn characters help make 

the pages fly.”        —publishers weekly

“Briskly paced, well plotted, and narrated with a cynical humor 

that makes it a real joy to read.”        —the detroit free press

What if a reality Tv show like Jersey Shore set up produc-

tion in the fictional seaside resort Sea Haven? What if hit-

ting the gym, tanning, and doing a little laundry aren’t the 

only things the contestants get into?

By-the-book officer John Ceepak and his wisecracking 

young partner, danny Boyle, have to babysit the buff and 

boozy kids partying it up in a Jersey shore rental house for 

Tv’s summertime hit fun House while simultaneously trying 

to stop the rowdy kids from breaking the law up and down 

the beach.

But even Ceepak and danny can’t stop one young cast 

member from being murdered—and others from being threat-

ened with the same fate.

chris grAbenstein is the Anthony and Agatha Award-

winning author of the critically acclaimed thrill reads Tilt 

A Whirl, mad mouse, Whack A mole, Hell Hole, mind 

Scrambler, rolling Thunder, plus the young adult chillers 

The Crossroads and The Hanging Hill. He lives in New 

york City.

now in pAperbAck, the comedic crime thriller thAt offers “A fAst-pAced  

thrill ride with lots of twists And turns And good writing from  

stArt to finish.”—jAmes pAtterson

fun house
A John Ceepak mystery

CHriS grABeNSTeiN
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prAise for the john ceepAk mystery series:

“Clever Jersey Shore mysteries. A perfect satire.“

—marilyn stasio, new york times book review

“There’s plenty of fizz in the chemistry between the two 

protagonists to keep the novel and the reader spinning.”

—the boston globe

“required reading.”     —the new york post

“i can think of few better ways to herald the beginning of 

summer than to crack the binding of a new John Ceepak 

mystery by Chris grabenstein.”      —bookreporter.com

“i didn’t do it!” is something cops hear all the time. But when 

the plea comes from a close friend who’s fallen on hard times, 

it’s tougher to ignore, especially for young officer danny Boyle.

it’s the start of another action-packed summer for the wise-

cracking Boyle and straight-arrow cop (now Chief of detec-

tives) John Ceepak down the Jersey Shore as they do their 

best to help danny’s friend, a young nurse who claims she 

has been falsely accused of aggravated assault by a presti-

gious Sea Haven doctor.

Ceepak’s unshakable code of honor is tested when he trusts 

that the nurse is telling the truth. it’s stretched to the limit when 

one of the nurse’s home health care patients turns up dead. 

Now Ceepak and danny must answer the hard and horrible 

question: “did we just help a friend get away with murder?”

get ready for another fun and fast-paced page-turner from 

Anthony and Agatha award-winner Chris grabenstein.

chris grAbenstein is the Anthony and Agatha Award-

winning author of the critically acclaimed thrill reads Tilt 

A Whirl, mad mouse, Whack A mole, Hell Hole, mind 

Scrambler, rolling Thunder, plus the young adult chillers 

The Crossroads and The Hanging Hill. He lives in New 

york City.

the new novel in the AwArd-winning mystery series thAt “moves like lightning.” 

—kirkus reviews

free fAll
A John Ceepak mystery

CHriS grABeNSTeiN
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prAise for cAmillA läckberg:

“if Camilla keeps producing mysteries as richly textured and downright breathtaking as her latest, who 

knows? maybe, one day, we might be identifying Agatha Christie as ‘the British Camilla läckberg.’”

— maureen corrigan, npr

“one of those mysteries that ruin a vacation. Take it to the beach and your eyes will be so locked on its pages, 

you’ll never even know there’s an ocean in front of you.”         —the washington post

“fire and ice! masterful suspense as compelling as secrets lying far beneath the dark sea. läckberg is the 

perfect crime novelist who combines her gift for intriguingly complicated plots and a keen understanding of 

the ‘grotesques’ who live among us. erotic and terrifying.”  —Ann rule, author of in the still of the night

“eerie. läckberg will keep you guessing.”                    —people

A local woman is killed in a tragic car crash, but it isn’t a clear-cut drunk driving case. The victim’s blood 

contains high alcohol levels, but she rarely drank a drop. meanwhile, a reality Tv show begins shooting 

in fjallbacka, and as cameras shadow the stars’ every move, tempers start to flare. When a drunken party 

ends with an unpopular contestant’s murder, all eyes turn to the cast and crew. Could there be a murderer 

among them? The ratings spike as the country tunes in to a real life murder mystery.

detective patrik Hedstrom finds himself increasingly unable to focus on the strange circumstances of 

the first case, but what if that holds the key to a series of other unsolved cases across Sweden? Under the 

unforgiving media spotlight, patrik tackles his most challenging investigation yet. 

cAmillA läckberg’s novels have all been #1 bestsellers in Sweden, and she is the most profitable native 

author in Swedish history. She was the #1 bestselling female author in europe last year and her novels have 

been published in thirty-five countries. Her previous novels are The ice princess, The preacher, and The 
Stonecutter. Camilla lives in a suburb of Stockholm with her husband and five children.

in the new thriller by cAmillA läckberg, A string of suspicious deAths points  

to A potentiAl seriAl killer who hAs turned his eye towArd fjAllbAckA And  

her dArk forests, where two children vAnished decAdes before.

the strAnger
A Novel

CAmillA lÄCkBerg

• mAjor review Attention
• off-the-book-pAge feAtures
• rAdio, print, And online interviews
• $100,000 mArketing budget
• co-op AvAilAble
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“John gardner’s James Bond keeps you turning the pages 

far into the night.”       —the daily express

The london gazette announcement was brief: ‘BoNd, 

JAmeS, Commander rNvr, relieved of current duties at the 

foreign office. promoted to the substantive rank of Captain 

and returned to active service forthwith.’

The return of James Bond to the royal Navy marks the in-

triguing backdrop to John gardner’s thrilling next adventure 

featuring ian fleming’s celebrated hero.

Bond takes a refresher course and keeps up his flying 

hours by doing a conversion course on Sea Harriers. And 

eventually he learns that his mission is to serve on the royal 

Navy’s major aircraft carrier, HmS invincible, as minder to 

a phalanx of top brass British, American and—in this era of 

glasnost—russian admirals, who are on board for a NATo 

exercise.

But why? Can a dangerous hijacking by airborne troops 

using hang-gliders on a Japanese tanker, some time before, 

be connected to Bond’s current mission?

Thriller writer john gArdner (1926–2007) wrote, as did 

ian fleming, fourteen James Bond novels. in all, gardner 

had fifty-five novels to his credit—many of them bestsellers. 

John gardner was a highly respected and admired member 

of the Bond family and will be greatly missed.

“gArdner’s plots Are full of good Action; his torture scenes Are  

splendidly pAinful.”—times literAry supplement

jAmes bond: win, lose, or die
A 007 Novel

JoHN gArdNer

Also AvAilAble:
JAmeS BoNd: liCeNSe 
reNeWed
iSBN 978-1-60598-193-2
$14.95

JAmeS BoNd: for SpeCiAl 
ServiCeS
iSBN 978-1-60598-194-9
$14.95

JAmeS BoNd: iCeBreAker
iSBN 978-1-60598-195-6
$14.95
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“As enjoyable as the originals.”       —the evening standard

Bond was feeling bored and resentful. Bored with sitting be-

hind a desk, shuffling bits of paper around. resentful that m 

seemed to have left him to rot. But with a threat of resigna-

tion, m send Bond away on holiday.

But it is on holiday on vancouver island that life begins to 

look up. Brokenclaw lee, a half-Chinese, half-Crow indian, 

catches Bond’s attention. A huge man who exudes power 

and ruthlessness.

Then, summoned to San francisco, Bond learns more 

about the mysterious mr. lee and his underworld empire. 

learns about the five missing scientists and their ultra-secret 

work. Bond then meet Brokenclaw’s new and beautiful busi-

ness partner, Chi-Chi.

Suddenly life was interesting again. And very, very 

dangerous.

Thriller writer john gArdner (1926–2007) wrote, as did 

ian fleming, fourteen James Bond novels. in all, gardner 

had fifty-five novels to his credit—many of them bestsellers. 

John gardner was a highly respected and admired member 

of the Bond family and will be greatly missed.

“All the clAssic ingredients Are there for gourmet bond lovers.” 

—the birminghAm post

jAmes bond: brokenclAw
A 007 Novel

JoHN gArdNer

• the film frAnchise celebrAtes its 50th 
AnniversAry on 9/9/12 with skyfAll, 
feAturing dAniel crAig, rAlph fiennes, 
jAvier bArdem, And judi dench.

JAmeS BoNd: role of HoNor
iSBN 978-1-60598-339-4
$14.95

JAmeS BoNd: NoBody liveS 
forever
iSBN 978-1-60598-340-0
$14.95
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“An unconventional, surprising and thoughtful book. knox 

and defoe never met, but their entwined stories of impris-

onment give a fascinating glimpse of a world stirring into 

modernity. extraordinary.”                —the washington post

“in Crusoe, katherine frank explores the intertwined lives of 

defoe and knox, arguing that knox was the main model for 

robinson Crusoe.”           —the wall street journal

“An ambitious new book about robinson Crusoe, daniel 

defoe, and the obscure englishman who might have been 

a significant inspiration for one of literature’s most famous 

characters. frank’s analysis is supple and sophisticated—

and convincing.”  —new york times book review

January 1719. A man sits at a table, writing. Nearly sixty 

years old, daniel defoe is troubled with gout and mired in 

political controversy and legal threats. But for the moment 

he is preoccupied by a younger man on a barren shore—

robinson Crusoe.

Several miles south, another old man, robert knox, sits 

bent over a heavy volume—published nearly forty years 

before. knox’s Historical relation was a best seller when it 

was published in 1681, just a year after he escaped from 

Ceylon and returned to england.

Where did Crusoe come from? And what is the secret of his 

endurance? Crusoe explores the intertwined lives of two real 

men, daniel defoe and robert knox, and the character and 

book that emerged from their peculiar conjunction. it is the 

biography of a book and its hero: the story of defoe, the man 

who wrote robinson Crusoe, and of robert knox, the man 

who was Crusoe.

Born and educated in America,  kAtherine frAnk is the 

author of several acclaimed biographies—of emily Brontë, 

mary kingsley, and indira gandhi. She lives in england.

A remArkAble literAry hybrid—pArt biogrAphy, pArt detective story— 

About the enduring figure of robinson crusoe.

crusoe
daniel defoe, robert knox, and the Creation of a myth

kATHeriNe frANk
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pAst prAise for roger howArd:

“A fascinating story.”                 —the Associated press

“A brilliant analysis that is cogent and clear. There is no bet-

ter study available. A must read.”          —Ahmed rashid,

author of taliban and jihad

“Unpretentious and enjoyable.”

—the times literary supplement

from 1951 to 1967 egypt pursued a secret program to build 

military rockets that could have conceivably posed a threat 

to neighbouring israel. Because such an ambitious project re-

quired Western expertise, the egyptian leader president Nass-

er hired West german scientists, many of them veterans of the 

Nazi rocket program at peenemünde and elsewhere. These 

covert plans soon came to the attention of israel’s legendary 

secret service, mossad, and caused deep alarm in Tel Aviv.

Would israel fall under the shadow of long-range mis-

siles held by a ruler who was sworn to destroy the Jewish 

state? Could the missiles be fitted with warheads filled with 

radiological, chemical, or even nuclear materials? israel re-

sponded by using threats, intimidation, and brutal assassina-

tion squads to deter the german scientists from working on 

Nasser’s behalf.

exactly half a century later, this book tells the gripping 

story of the mysterious arms dealers, mossad assassins, sci-

entific genii, and leading figures who all played their part in 

operation damocles.

roger howArd is a British journalist and historian spe-

cializing in the middle east. He is the author of the academ-

ic titles The oil Hunters: exploration and espionage in the 

middle east, 1880–1939 and iran in Crisis? roger’s articles 

have appeared in the guardian, the london Times, the Wall 

Street Journal, The Spectator, the international Herald Tri-

bune and many other newspapers and journals.

the forgotten cloAk-And-dAgger history of the former nAzi scientists who were 

recruited by egypt to develop long-rAnge missiles Aimed At striking isrAel 

operAtion dAmocles
israel’s Secret War Against Hitler’s Scientists, 1951–1967

roger HoWArd
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A love song to the hArdboiled novels of the fifties by the Author whose  

tAlent recAlls the eArly work of scott turow And lisA scottoline.

prAise for r. j. jAgger:

“A terrifying, gripping cross between James patterson and 

John grisham. A truly killer thriller.”            —j. A. konrath

“The pace never slows in this noir thriller. A chilling tale 

well told.”            —carolyn g. hart

“Creative and captivating. featuring bold characters, 

witty dialogue, exotic locations, and non-stop action. 

The pacing is spot-on, a solid combination of intrigue, 

suspense, and eroticism. A first-rate thriller.”

—foreword reviews

“verdict: The pacing is relentless in this hard-boiled 

novel with a shocking ending. Will please those who 

enjoy a James patterson– style page-turner.”

—library journal

Bryson Wilde, investigator for hire, lives in an edgy world 

where the dames are dangerous, cigarettes dangle from ruby-

red lips, and the nights are hotter than whiskey-soaked jazz.

in r. J. Jagger’s riveting noir thriller, A Way With murder, 

Wilde finds himself entangled in two deadly assignments, 

one for a young raven-haired attorney on the run after vis-

iting an archeological site in mexico and the other for a 

pretty little dollface who is too mysterious to trust and too 

hypnotic to resist.

As Wilde negotiates the dangerous undercurrents of his 

treacherous new cases, he soon discovers that not only are 

they on a collision course with each other, but that no one is 

safe when he is with someone who has a way with murder.

r. j. jAgger is the pseudonym of a novelist and trial at-

torney who lives in golden, Colorado.

A wAy with murder
A Novel of Crime

r. J. JAgger
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fAtherhood
And other Stories

THomAS H. Cook

in A debut volume, the collected short stories of thomAs h. cook,  

one of AmericA’s most celebrAted crime fiction Authors.

“Thomas Cook has long been one of my favorite writers.”

—harlan coben

“Thomas Cook’s night visions, seen through a lens darkly, 

are haunting.”           —the new york times book review

“Cook is one of the most suspenseful of crime-fiction 

writers.”              —cleveland plain dealer

“Thomas Cook writes like a wounded angel.”  —peter straub

over his acclaimed career, Cook’s novels have haunted, riv-

eted, and spellbound readers across the world, and his short 

stories are equally acclaimed. They range from the intensely 

focused world of “fatherhood,” the Herodotus prize-winning 

title story, to the edgar nominated “rain,” a dark, kaleido-

scopic tale of manhattan on a single, rain-swept night. “The 

fix,” the story of a famous boxing fix that was, well, not a fix 

at all, was selected for inclusion in Best mystery Stories of the 

year. “What She offered,” the gripping tale of a one-night 

stand, was included in The Best Noir Stories of the Century.

like Cook’s novels, the range of this collection is, itself, 

astonishing. from a backwoods Appalachian shack dur-

ing the depression (“poor people”) to a midwestern college 

campus in the throes of Sixties revolt (“The Sun-gazer”) to a 

midtown manhattan bookstore on Christmas eve, “The les-

sons of the Season,” this collection demonstrates precisely 

that, in the words of michael Connolly, “no one tells a story 

better than Thomas H. Cook.”

thomAs h. cook has been nominated for the edgar 

Award seven times in five different categories. He has 

received the edgar Award, the martin Beck Award, the 

Herodotus prize for best historical short story, and the Barry 

Award and has been nominated for numerous other prizes. 

He divides his time between Cape Cod and manhattan.
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in the trAdition of city of thieves And child 44, A troubled first world wAr 

veterAn rAces Across the frozen steppe of 1930s ukrAine to sAve A child from  

A shAdowy killer with unthinkAble plAns.

the child thief
A Novel

dAN SmiTH

pAst prAise for dAn smith:

˝Haunting stuff from a new writer to watch.”           —the mail on sunday

“dangerous and compelling – a powerful thriller with a dark heart. does for Brazil what The Beach did for 

Thailand.”                       —raymond khoury

“A better class of thriller.”          —independent on sunday

“Smith succeeds in creating a narrative that is both an engrossing thriller and the story of a man struggling in 

the grip of historical events that he only partially understands.”            —the sunday times (london)

luka is a war veteran who now wants only to have a quiet life with his family. His village has, so far, 

remained hidden from the advancing Soviet brutality. But everything changes the day the stranger arrives, 

pulling a sled bearing a terrible cargo.

 When the villagers’ fear turns deadly, they think they have saved themselves. But their anger has cursed 

them: in the chaos, a little girl has vanished. luka is the only man with the skills to find who could have 

stolen a child in these frozen lands—and besides, the missing girl is best friend to luka’s daughter, and he 

swears he will find her.

Together with his sons, luka sets out in pursuit across lands ravaged by war and gripped by treachery. 

Soon they realize that the man they are tracking is no ordinary criminal, but a skillful hunter with the child 

as the bait in his twisted game. it will take all of luka’s strength to battle the harshest of conditions, and all 

of his wit to stay a step ahead of Soviet authorities. And though his toughest enemy is the man he tracks, 

his strongest bond is a promise to his family back home.

dAn smith‘s debut novel, dry Season, was shortlisted for a Brit’s Writers’ Award and the Authors’ Club 

prize for Best first Novel. He lives in Newcastle with his family. find out more about dan and his novels at 

www.dansmithbooks.com.

• mAjor review Attention
•thriller blog outreAch
• print And online Advertising
• AdvAnce reAding copies
• co-op AvAilAble
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coquilles, cAlvA, And crème
exploring france’s Culinary Heritage: A love Affair with real french food

g. y. dryANSky with JoANNe dryANSky

“dryAnsky is the greAtest gourmAnd in AmericAn letters todAy. when he recounts 

his exciting Adventures in frAnce, we’re Amused As much As we sAlivAte. delicious  

And sAvory!”—gilles pudlowski
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“Coquilles, Calva, & Crème is largely a book to dream over, 

a catalogue of refined pleasure, a chronicle of fabulous res-

taurants and famous acquaintances. if you’re a francophile, 

oenophile or gourmet, you can certainly find an escape to a 

better world in Coquilles, Calva, & Crème.”—michael dirda, 

the washington post

“dryansky apparently still thinks that traditional french 

cooking is something worth seeking out and enjoying and 

helping to preserve. Thank goodness. Coquilles, Calva, & 

Crème is an evocation of the kind of cooking that made 

french food famous in the first place. A witty, richly 

textured memoir.”      —coleman Andrews, 

the wall street journal

“french food and travel with a dash of history—what 

a treat it is to sit at the table with this smart, engaging 

writer. A delicious read from start to finish.”

—barbara fairchild, editor emeritus of bon Appétit  

and winner of the james beard Award

A culinary memoir that brings to life some of the most 

fascinating, glamorous food years in france and reveals 

gastronomical treasures from gifted artisans of the french 

countryside. from small cafés in paris to Normandy, Alsace, the 

Basque country, and beyond, dryansky takes us on a sweeping 

sensory journey, with a voice as thoughtful as kingsolver, as 

entertaining as Bourdain, and as cogent and critical as pollan.

g. y. dryAnsky has called paris home for more than thirty 

years, two decades of which he spent as the senior euro-

pean correspondent for Condé Nast Traveler. He has written 

for magazines and newspapers around the globe and lives 

in france with his wife, Joanne, who is the co-author of this 

volume.
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As seen on good morning AmericA And  

piers morgAn tonight

“Acclaimed royal writer penny Junor’s unputdownable new 

biography of prince William is packed with intriguing new 

details, including diana’s self-harming and the reason that 

William took so long to get engaged to kate.”

—the daily beast

His face is recognized the world over, his story is well 

known. But what is prince William really like?

As diana’s eldest son, he was her confidant. While the 

tabloids eagerly lapped up the lurid details of his parents’ di-

vorce, William lived painfully though it, suffering the embar-

rassment, the humiliation, and divided loyalties. And when 

he was just fifteen, his beautiful, loving mother was suddenly, 

shockingly snatched from his life forever.

His childhood was a recipe for disaster, yet as he approach-

es his thirtieth birthday, William is as well-balanced a man 

as you could ever hope to meet. He has an utter determi-

nation to do the right thing and to serve his country as his 

grandmother has so successfully done for the last sixty years. 

Where did the qualities that have so entranced the world, and 

his new bride, Catherine, come from?

in the last thirty years, penny Junor has written extensively 

about his parents and the extended family into which he was 

born. With the trust built up over that time, she has been able 

to get closer to the answers than ever before.

penny junor is the author of Charles: victim or vil-

lain? and the New york Times bestselling diana: princess 

of Wales. She is the co-author of the #1 New york Times 

bestselling Wonderful Tonight (with patti Boyd) and lives in 

london.

prince williAm
The man Who Will Be king

peNNy JUNor

from new york times bestselling Author penny junor, the first definitive  

portrAit of the mAn who will be king of englAnd—And the story of his 

relAtionship with the womAn who will be his queen.
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“d. J. Taylor, a British writer of formidable accomplish-

ments, has pulled off an impressive and wholly engaging 

feat in derby day. The prose brings to mind Thackeray and 

dickens. it is delicious fun. Taylor leaves one delighted to 

have visited this world and to have shared in its dissolute yet 

inviting pleasures. derby day is on every count a winner.”

—jonathan yardley, washington post

“epsom derby is the subject of an intricately plotted and sty-

listically burnished crime caper. Taylor builds the suspense, 

sending his characters to the racetrack for the final event. 

Whether he intends Tiberius to win or to lose remains, like 

much else in this tantalizing novel, mysterious almost to the 

end.”   —new york times book review

“derby day is a triumphant success. in this unputdownable 

victorian romp Taylor enjoyable proves himself to be one of 

the finest of our 21st-century novelists.”

—A. n. wilson, financial times

As the shadows lengthen over the June grass, all england 

is heading for epsom down—high life and low life, society 

beauties and Whitechapel street girls, bookmakers and 

thieves. Hopes are high, nerves are taut, hats are tossed in 

the air—this is derby day.

for months people have been waiting and plotting for this 

day. everyone’s eyes are on champion horse Tiberius, on 

whose performance half a dozen destinies depend. in this 

rich and exuberant novel, the mysteries pile high, propelling 

us toward the day of the great race, and we wait with bated 

breath as the story gallops to a finish that no one expects.

d. j. tAylor is a novelist, critic, and acclaimed biographer. 

His orwell: The life won the Whitbread Biography of the 

year. david is married to novelist rachel Hore and lives in 

england.

nominAted for the mAn booker prize, An exquisite tAle of romAnce And rivAlry, 

gAmbling And greed, from one of englAnd’s finest writers.

derby dAy
A Novel

d. J. TAylor
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“Crossing purgatory is a beautiful, lyrical experience, mem-

orable for its timeless evocation of human struggle at the 

fringes of civilization. Schanbacher effortlessly channels 

history while exploring conflicts of the heart that ring just 

as true today.”         —william haywood henderson,  

              author of Augusta locke

prAise for migrAtion pAtterns:

“Schanbacher writes beautifully, but not in a showy way. He 

builds up characters and landscape through simple, precise 

detail.”               —newwest.net

“Schanbacher’s unflinching prose is lyrical; it lays bare the 

deepest of emotions of the human heart.”

—rocky mountain news

in spring of 1858 Thompson grey, a young farmer, travels 

to his father’s estate seeking funds to expand his holdings. 

far overstaying his visit, he returns home to find that his 

absence has contributed to a devastating family tragedy. 

Haunted by remorse, Thompson abandons his farm and be-

gins a westward exile in the attempt to outpace his grief. 

Unwittingly, he finds himself at journey’s end in the one 

place where his strongest temptations are able to overtake 

him and once again put him to the test.

Set against the backdrop of the frontier during the years 

just preceding the Civil War, Crossing purgatory tells a story 

of unprincipled ambition, guilt, and the price one man is will-

ing to pay for atonement.

gAry schAnbAcher’s debut short story collection, 

migration patterns, received a peN/Hemingway Honorable 

mention for distinguished first works of fiction and won the 

Colorado Book Award, the High plains first Book Award, 

and the eric Hoffer general fiction Award. gary lives just 

outside denver, Colorado.

in the wAke of fAmily trAgedy, indiAnA fArmer thompson grey tAkes to  

the sAntA fe trAil in A spAre And powerful story of relAtionships,  

humAn frAilties, And, ultimAtely, redemption.

crossing purgAtory
A Novel

gAry SCHANBACHer
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internAtionAl prAise for the inpector vAn in series,  

which hAs sold more thAn two million copies worldwide

“The flemish georges Simenon.”                  —le figaro (france)

“A very likeable and very politically incorrect group of detectives. Humor is permanent, the plot is well con-

structed, and the whole story extremely exotic.”                 —l’express (france)

“To sell a million copies in only ten years! This never happened in flanders before.”
—het laatste nieuws (belgium)

“Aspe is and always will be one of our best authors. An exciting murder mystery, a pinch of humor, and a 

generous serving of sex are among the highlights of the series.”      —crimezone.nl (belgium)

The beautiful medieval architecture of Bruges belies the dark longings of her residents. When the wealthy 

and powerful ludovic degroof’s jewelry store is broken into, nothing is stolen, but the jewels have been dis-

solved in jars of aqua regia, an acid so strong it can even melt gold. in the empty safe is a scrap of paper 

on which a strange square has been drawn.

At first, detective inspector van in pays little attention to the paper, focusing on the bizarre nature of the 

burglary. But when degroof’s offspring also receive letters with this same square, van in and the beautiful 

new dA Hannelore martens find themselves unraveling a complex web of enigmatic latin phrases, a bar-

oness’ fallen family, and degroof’s relationship with a hostage grandchild, who has been ransomed for a 

priceless collection of art.

briAn doyle‘s recent translations include Jacqueline van maarsen’s inheriting Anne frank and Christiaan 

Weijts’ The Window dresser.

pieter Aspe is the author of the internationally bestselling series of detective stories starring detective 

inspector van in, which is published in Belgium, france, Spain, South Africa, poland, and Holland. The 
Square of revenge is his first novel to be translated into english. pieter lives in Bruges, Belgium.

An Ancient fAmily nAme hides sinister secrets of love And betrAyAl,  

riches And revenge, in the cAptivAting And beguiling english-lAnguAge  

debut thriller by internAtionAlly bestselling pieter Aspe.

the squAre of revenge
An inspector van in mystery

pieTer ASpe
Translated by Brian doyle

• mAjor review Attention
•thriller blog outreAch
• print And online Advertising
• AdvAnce reAding copies
• co-op AvAilAble
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“definitive. Barker’s greatest service is to rescue the family 

of Charlotte, emily, and Anne from myth, who were provided 

particularly hideous stereotypes by Charlotte’s first biogra-

pher, elizabeth gaskell. The doom and tragedy are there.”

—the daily beast

“Barker’s updated and enthralling biography of the Brontës 

carries us deeper into the everyday realities of their strange 

world. The stuff of lurid legend.”

—maureen corrigan, fresh Air

“An outstanding achievement. A magnificent portrait which 

not only contains a wealth of important material, but is also 

a delight to read. it is hard to imagine it ever being sur-

passed. definitive.”  —rebecca fraser, the times (london)

The story of the tragic Brontë family is familiar to everyone: 

we all know about the half-mad, repressive father, the 

drunken, drug-addicted wastrel of a brother, wildly romantic 

emily, unrequited Anne, and “poor Charlotte.” or do we? 

These stereotypes of the popular imagination are precisely 

that—imaginary—created by amateur biographers such as 

mrs. gaskell who were primarily novelists and were attracted 

by the tale of an apparently doomed family of genius.

Juliet Barker’s landmark book is the first definitive history 

of the Brontës. it demolishes the myths, yet provides star-

tling new information that is just as compelling—but true. 

Based on first-hand research among all the Brontë manu-

scripts, including contemporary historical documents never 

before used by Brontë biographers, this book is both schol-

arly and compulsively readable. The Brontës is a revolution-

ary picture of the world’s favorite literary family.

juliet bArker is the author of Agincourt among other 

acclaimed works of history and biography. 

in A revised And updAted edition for A new generAtion of reAders, the reAl story 

of the brontë sisters, by distinguished scholAr And historiAn juliet bArker.

the brontës
Wild genius on the moors: The Story of a literary family

JUlieT BArker
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“A genuinely useful and discriminating guide for all Tudor 

fans. full of fascinating true stories. it helps us see the world 

as the Tudors must have seen it.”            —hilary mantel,

man booker prize-winning author of  

wolf hall and bring up the bodies

for the armchair traveler or for those looking to take a trip 

back to the colorful time of Henry viii and Thomas moore, 

A Journey Through Tudor england takes you to the palaces, 

castles, theatres and abbeys to uncover the stories behind 

this famed era. Suzannah lipscomb visits over fifty Tudor 

places, from the famous palace at Hampton Court, where 

dangerous court intrigue was rife, to less well-known houses 

such as Anne Boleyn’s childhood home at Hever Castle, or 

Tutbury Castle, where mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned.

in the corridors of power and the courtyards of country 

houses, we meet the passionate but tragic kateryn parr, Hen-

ry viii’s last wife; lady Jane grey, the nine-day queen; and 

come to understand how Sir Walter raleigh planned his trip 

to the New World. Through the places that defined them, this 

lively and engaging book reveals the rich history of the Tudors 

and paints a vivid and captivating picture of what it would 

have been like to live in Tudor england.

suzAnnAh lipscomb, phd, is a Senior lecturer in His-

tory at New College of the Humanities, london, and also 

teaches early modern History at the University of east An-

glia. She has appeared on BBC, iTv, and BBC radio, as well 

as co-presented inside the World of Henry viii on the His-

tory Channel. Her new three-part series on the Tower of lon-

don aired on National geographic Channel. She is the au-

thor of 1536: The year that Changed Henry viii, and writes 

frequently for BBC History magazine and History Today.

using plAce As A lens through which to view history, come tAke A vivid 

And cAptivAting journey through englAnd’s most vibrAnt erA

A journey through tudor englAnd
Hampton Court palace and the Tower of london to Stratford-upon-Avon and Thornbury Castle

SUZANNAH lipSComB
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“inspector Bordelli has a lot on his mind. He wonders why 

he’s never found a great woman, his Beetle is acting up, he’s 

got to cut back on cigarettes, and he should probably figure 

out who killed that wealthy older lady in her 17th-century 

villa.”     —susannah meadows, new york times

“vichi’s prose transports readers to the deserted, sweltering 

streets of down-and-out florence, thanks to a translation by 

Stephen Sartarelli that conveys the dialogue with a lyricism 

and tongue-in-cheek wit one instinctively senses were pres-

ent in the original. Straight from the city that brought us da 

vinci and dante, vichi is on a par with writers like Henning 

mankell and elizabeth george who have elevated the police 

procedural to a work of art.”        —shelf Awareness, 

starred review

“vichi’s stellar first in a new mystery series (and his U.S. 

debut) introduces endearingly melancholic inspector Bor-

delli. vichi delivers a plausible solution worthy of a golden 

age crime novel. readers will look forward to seeing more of 

this flawed hero.”           —publishers weekly, starred review

florence, summer 1963. inspector Bordelli is one of the few de-

tectives left in the deserted city. He spends his days on routine 

work and his nights tormented by the heat and mosquitoes.

With the help of his young protégé, the victim’s eccentric 

brother, and a semi-retired petty thief, the inspector begins a 

murder investigation. each suspect has a solid alibi, but there 

is something that doesn’t quite add up . . .

stephen sArtArelli is an award-winning translator. He is 

also the author of three books of poetry. He lives in france.

mArco vichi was born in florence in 1957. The author 

of eleven novels and two collections of short stories, his 

novel death in florence won the Scerbanenco, rieti, and 

Camaiore prizes.

A new crime series full of itAliAn flAvor—the first novel in the inspector 

bordelli series, set in 1960s florence

deAth in August
An inspector Bordelli mystery

mArCo viCHi
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“Bordelli is stubborn, womanless, cynical and impatient, 

but strangely appealing.”   —the times (london) 

“discovering a new detective is a bit like making a new 

friend. A real find for anyone who likes their crime novels at-

mospheric, discursive, humorous, and thought-provoking.”

—the guardian

“over the course of his police procedurals, vichi shows us 

ever more secret and dark sides to an otherwise sunny and 

open city. But his happiest creation remains the character of 

inspector Bordelli, a disillusioned anti-hero who is difficult 

to forget.”         —Andrea camilleri

April 1964, and the cruelest month is breeding bad weather 

and worse news. And plenty of disturbing news is coming to 

florence detective inspector Bordelli.

Bordelli’s friend, Casimiro, insists he’s discovered the body 

of a man in a field above fiesole. Bordelli races to the scene, 

but doesn’t find any sign of a corpse.

only a couple of days later, a little girl is found at villa 

ventaglio. She has been strangled, and there is a horrible bite 

mark on her belly. Then another young girl is found murdered, 

with the same macabre signature.

And meanwhile Casimiro has disappeared without a trace.

This new investigation marks the start of one of the darkest 

periods of Bordelli’s life: a nightmare without end, as black as 

the sky above florence.

stephen sArtArelli is an award-winning translator. He is 

also the author of three books of poetry. He lives in france.

mArco vichi is the author of eleven novels and two collec-

tions of short stories. His novel death in florence won the Scer-

banenco, rieti, and Camaiore prizes. He lives in florence.

the sequel to the criticAlly AcclAimed deAth in August, which finds  

inspector bordelli fAcing A nightmArish murder mystery 

deAth And the olive grove
An inspector Bordelli mystery

mArCo viCHi
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winner of the condé nAst trAveler  

environmentAl AwArd

“Skillful storytelling. readers who share drori’s affection 

for Africa or his passionate animal activism will not be 

disappointed.”        —publishers weekly

“ofir drori is a man on a mission. lAgA has made a dif-

ference and shows no sign of stopping.”        —bbc news

“intense and uncompromising. lAgA’s success has galva-

nized groups around the world. ivory dealers now warn one 

another of ‘this dangerous man in black.’ ”

—conservation magazine

Staging heart-pounding, espionage-style raids, ofir drori 

and his organization, The last great Ape (lAgA), have 

put countless poachers and traffickers of endangered 

species behind bars, and they have fought back against 

a kafkaesque culture of corruption. Before ofir arrived in 

Cameroon, no one had ever even tried.

The book reveals the intense beauty and strife that exist 

side by side in Africa, and ofir makes the case that activism 

and dedication to a cause are still relevant in a cynical mod-

ern world. This dramatic story is one of courage and hope 

and, most importantly, a search for meaning.

ofir drori is an israeli activist based in Central Africa. 

A former army officer, educator, journalist, photographer, 

and adventurer, he has spent the past decades in two dozen 

different African countries. He founded lAgA in 2003 and 

leads various efforts against corruption.

dAvid mcdAnnAld is an American writer who lives on a 

ranch in the West Texas mountains. He has published fiction 

and nonfiction in various magazines and journals. He and 

ofir met in kenya in 2000 and they became best friends.

An epic journey through AfricA by A mAn who fell in love with A mAgicAl And 

disAppeAring world And mAde it his life’s work to protect it.

the lAst greAt Ape
A Journey through Africa and a fight for the Heart of the Continent

ofir drori and dAvid mCdANNAld
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“An illuminating history.”               —the financial times

“Canaris himself emerges from these pages as a remark-

able man with an iron will, great courage, and a subtle 

intelligence, who thought that the dirty work of spying 

became less sordid if conducted by gentlemen.”

—the literary review

“Bassett delivers a fascinating account of his courageous, 

frustrated, and ultimately tragic life.” —publishers weekly

Admiral Wilhelm Canaris was appointed by Hitler to head 

the Abwehr (the german secret service) eighteen months 

after the Nazis came to power. But Canaris would turn 

against the führer and the Nazi regime, believing that Hit-

ler had started a war germany could not win. in 1938 he 

was involved in an attempted coup, undermined by British 

prime minister Neville Chamberlain.

in 1940 he sabotaged the german plan to invade england. 

for years Canaris played a dangerous double game, desper-

ately trying to keep one step ahead of the gestapo. SS chief 

Heinrich Himmler became suspicious of Canaris in 1944, 

when Abwehr personnel were involved in the botched opera-

tion valkyrie. The SS had the evidence they needed to arrest 

Canaris himself; he was executed a few weeks before the end 

of the war.

in this riveting true story, richard Bassett reveals how Ad-

miral Canaris’s secret work against the german leadership 

helped change the course of World War ii.

richArd bAssett worked in Central europe for many 

years for the london Times in vienna, rome, and Warsaw, 

where his dispatches covered the end of the Cold War. He 

divides his time between london and the Continent.

A remArkAble tAle of espionAge And intrigue—the story of wilhelm cAnAris,  

hitler’s intelligence chief, And his role in the conspirAcy to AssAssinAte the führer

hitler’s spy chief
The Wilhelm Canaris Betrayal: The intelligence Campaign Against Adolf Hitler

riCHArd BASSeTT
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“A lively subject, depicted with dash and color, brought to bright life with telling detail. morris gives a com-

pelling account of the invasion by William the Conqueror in 1066 and the violent struggle thereafter. morris 

provides a much-needed, modern account of the Normans in england that respects past events more than 

present ideologies.”                —the times (london)

“marc morris’s lively new book retells the story of the Norman invasion with vigor and narrative urgency. A 

stirring account of 1066 with a firm grip on the thrust and style of a popular history.”  —the evening standard

“Uncommonly good. it’s compelling stuff.”                        —the daily telegraph

An upstart french duke who sets out to conquer the most powerful and unified kingdom in Christendom. 

An invasion force on a scale not seen since the days of the romans. one of the bloodiest and most decisive 

battles ever fought. This new history explains why the Norman Conquest was the most significant cultural 

and military episode in english history. 

Assessing the original evidence at every turn, marc morris goes beyond the familiar outline to explain 

why england was at once so powerful and yet so vulnerable to William the Conqueror’s attack; why the 

Normans, in some respects less sophisticated, possessed the military cutting edge; how William’s hopes of 

a united Anglo-Norman realm unraveled, dashed by english rebellions, viking invasions, and the insatiable 

demands of his fellow conquerors.

This is a tale of powerful drama, repression, and seismic social change: the Battle of Hastings itself; the 

sudden introduction of castles and the massive rebuilding of every major church; the total destruction of an 

ancient ruling class. language, law, architecture, and even attitudes toward life itself were altered forever 

by the coming of the Normans.

mArc morris, phd, is an historian and broadcaster, specializing in the middle Ages. An expert on medieval 

monarchy and aristocracy, marc has written numerous articles for History Today, BBC History magazine 
and Heritage Today; he speaks regularly to schools, historical societies, and literary festivals, and also leads 

specialist tours of Uk castles. He is a fellow of the royal Historical Society and lives in england.

A riveting And AuthoritAtive history of one of the most drAmAtic events  

in europeAn history: the normAn conquest of englAnd.

the normAn conquest
The Battle of Hastings and the fall of Anglo-Saxon england

mArC morriS
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“Sara Blaedel is a force to be reckoned with. She delivers 

an engaging story that any reader in the world can enjoy.”

—karin slaughter, new york times 

bestselling author of fallen and criminal

“exciting and thrilling. Blaedel is at the top of her game 

and a star on the rise.”     —camilla läckberg, international

bestselling author of the stonecutter

it was clearly no ordinary drowning. inspector louise rick 

is immediately called out to Holbaek fjord when a young 

immigrant girl is found in the watery depths, a piece of 

concrete tied around her waist and two mysterious circular 

patches on the back of her neck.

Her name was Samra, and louise soon learns that her short 

life was a sad story. Her father had already been charged 

once with assaulting her and her mother, Sada, who makes 

it clear that her husband would indeed be capable of killing 

Samra if she brought dishonor to the family. But she main-

tains that Samra hadn’t done anything dishonorable. Then 

why was she supposed to be sent back to Jordan? Samra’s 

best friend dicta thinks it was an honor killing. A few days 

later dicta is discovered, bludgeoned to death, and Samra’s 

younger sister has gone missing.

Navigating the complex web of family and community 

ties in Copenhagen’s tightly knit ethnic communities, louise 

must find this remorseless predator, or predators, before it is 

too late.

sArA blAedel is the author of the international bestsell-

ing series featuring Assistant detective louise rick and 

journalist Camilla lind, including Call me princess and 

only one life. Her books are published in seventeen coun-

tries. She lives in Copenhagen, and was voted denmark’s 

most popular novelist for the third time in 2011.

jeAlousy, obsession, And fAmily honor hAve fAtAl consequences for An immigrAnt 

community on the fringes of seemingly idyllic copenhAgen society.

only one life
A Novel

SArA BlAedel
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prAise for the pAinting:

“Schuyler delivers two richly imagined worlds. empowering 

and inspiring.”    —the san francisco chronicle

“fearless and compelling.”         —msnbc

“one of the best books i’ve read this year. you won’t be able 

to put it down.”    —Asianweek

“The painting should establish Nina Schuyler as one of the 

most gifted writers of her generation.” —maxine chernoff, 

             author of A boy in winter

When renowned translator Hanne Schubert tumbles down 

a flight of stairs, she suffers a brain injury and ends up with 

an unusual but real condition: the ability to speak only the 

language she learned later in life—Japanese—despite losing 

her native tongue. isolated from the english-speaking world, 

Hanne leaves San francisco and retreats to Japan. 

While Hanne is in the middle of giving a speech about 

the art of translation, the Japanese novelist whose work she 

has recently composed storms the stage and accuses her of 

mangling his work. distraught, she seeks out new inspiration 

for her translation: a Japanese Noh actor named moto who 

stands at his own existential crossroads.

Through their contentious interactions, moto slowly finds 

his way back onto stage while Hanne begins to understand 

how she misunderstood not only the novel, but also her daugh-

ter, who has not spoken to Hanne in six years. Armed with 

new knowledge and languages both spoken and unspoken, 

she sets out to make amends.

ninA schuyler’s first novel, The painting, was awarded 

with the Northern California Book Award, and named a “Best 

Book of the year” by the San francisco Chronicle and rocky 

mountain News. She was nominated for a 2010 pushcart prize 

and teaches creative writing at the University of San francisco.

A hAuntingly Affecting novel About A womAn who loses her Ability to speAk 

english And must reevAluAte her life As A trAnslAtor And mother.

the trAnslAtor
A Novel

NiNA SCHUyler

• 500-copy gAlley printing
• online Advertising And  

blog outreAch
• co-op AvAilAble
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“engrossing and complex. florencia mallon immerses 

readers in a vivid world in which family, political turmoil, 

and romance intersect. A powerful story told with wis-

dom and compassion.”     —curtis sittenfeld, author of 

               prep and American wife

“Chilean history—intricately woven and dramatic in its 

narrative—has been the subject of several novels, but not in 

a manner as compelling as florencia mallon’s Beyond the 

Ties of Blood. A powerful story.”                —nbc latino

“A compelling account of the lasting effects of torture on one 

family. What are the consequences of knowing ‘the truth’?”

—iris gomez, new york times bestselling  

author of try to remember

in the political aftermath of the 1973 Chilean coup, euge-

nia Aldunate is imprisoned and tortured. Her lover, manuel, 

is savagely killed, one of the countless “disappeared” that 

would haunt Chile’s collective memory for decades.

Nearly twenty years after her exile to the United States, 

eugenia is called back to Chile to testify in manuel’s case, 

where she must come to grips with the legacy of violence left 

by pinochet’s dictatorship.

in the tradition of kiran desai’s The inheritance of loss 

and Julia Alvarez’s in the Time of Butterflies, this heart-rend-

ing novel is a tribute to the resilience of the human spirit and 

the transcendence of family.

florenciA mAllon was raised in Santiago, Chile, and 

educated at Harvard and yale. She is currently the head 

of the History department at the University of Wisconsin. 

florencia has been awarded a guggenheim and a fulbright 

fellowship and resides in madison, Wisconsin.

in the trAdition of isAbel Allende, A fAmily sAgA thAt explores the lives touched 

by the trAgedies of chile’s vibrAnt history.

beyond the ties of blood
A Novel

floreNCiA mAlloN
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“Arguably the best novel to appear in this genre since the 

arrival of Norman mailer with his debut, The Naked and 

the dead, more than six decades ago. in this remarkable de-

but, high-octane prose explores the nature of evil to shock-

ing effect.”      —tony geraghty, author of  

              soldiers of fortune and black ops

“if you loved Sorkin’s A few good men, demille’s Word 

of Honor, or Wouk’s The Caine mutiny, then you will grab 

dupont’s novel and not let go until the very last sentence. 

move over John grisham, there’s another lawyer in the 

courtroom—and he’s packing heat. A terrific read.”

—linda stasi, new york post critic and  

author of the forthcoming the sixth station

one stormy afternoon, dale riley finds himself donning his 

Sunday best and standing graveside for a man he barely 

knew. Two years ago, fresh out of officer Candidate School, 

riley was appointed as the defense counsel for Captain 

mike ruffers, a pilot accused of bombing a village in north-

eastern Afghanistan that killed dozens of civilians and five 

U.S. marines. The newly deceased Alex Snead was the pros-

ecutor on behalf of the U.S. government. Captain ruffers’ 

guilt seemed obvious. everything about this man set shivers 

down riley’s spine, but it was his duty—as a lawyer and as 

a marine—to present the evidence and make his case to the 

best of his abilities. Snead’s untimely, and suspicious, death 

puts riley directly in the path of an old enemy and a roam-

ing serial killer as his past and present collide.

in the tradition of A few good men, nothing in James dupont’s 

taut debut novel is as it seems, as the line between guilty and 

innocent, friend and foe, becomes increasingly blurred.

jAmes dupont is a former marine Corps aviator and was 

a military legal officer with over twelve years of active service. 

He is currently an airline pilot and a major in the marine Corps 

reserves. He lives with his family in Charlotte, North Carolina.

in this heArt-pounding debut thriller, A young jAg still in Awe of the mArine 

corp’s hAllowed code of honor must confront An enemy within the rAnks.

shAdow of the corps
A Novel

JAmeS dUpoNT
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“finally the history of a cruel betrayal on the part of the West 

of millions of helpless people is being told and exposed. 

exposure can no longer save any of the victims, but it can be 

a warning for the future.”            —Alexander solzhenitsyn

“one of the darkest blots on the British record is the forc-

ible repatriation of very large numbers of Soviet citizens at 

the end of the Second World War. Some committed suicide 

rather than return. many were murdered the moment they 

reached Soviet soil. many more died in camps in appalling 

conditions. This is harrowing reading not only because of 

the suffering of the victims but also because of the cold 

blindness of the officials and politicians who sent them to 

their fate.”    —the times (london)

“A sordid picture of British hypocrisy and complicity with 

Stalinist terror. passionate and copiously documented.”

—newsweek

“A full and profoundly disturbing account. He seems to have 

inherited a gift from leo Tolstoy.”          —the economist

“majestic and harrowing. No humane person could fail to be 

disturbed.”              —the spectator

nikolAi tolstoy is a highly respected historian and 

biographer. He is a White russian and heir to the senior line 

of the Tolstoy family. His great-grandfather was a cousin 

of the world-famous novelist. in compiling victims of yalta, 

Tolstoy spent five years of intensive research traveling all 

over europe to interview survivors and investigate sites 

of repatriation operations. Nikolai lives with his wife in 

Somerset, england.

now in pAperbAck, one of the most trAgic episodes of world wAr ii— 

the forced repAtriAtion of two million russiAn pows to certAin doom

victims of yAltA
The Secret Betrayal of the Allies: 1944–1947

NikolAi TolSToy
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“poets Hulse and rae take a fresh and encompassing ap-

proach to the symbiosis between history and poetry in this 

prodigious harvest of more than four hundred twentieth-cen-

tury poems. An entire universe of poetry lives here.”

—booklist, starred review

This impressive anthology presents over four hundred poems 

written during the twentieth century. Covering every major 

period of our cultural history—supporting their stance that 

no poet works in isolation from contemporary events—the 

editors have placed each poem within its historical context 

as well as the century’s overall poetic development.

By organizing the poems in chronological order, readers 

will see these poets in a new light. Here A. e. Housman rubs 

shoulders with T. S. eliot, showing that traditional forms can 

hold their own against the modernist orthodoxy.

including poems by Noel Coward, rudyard kipling, James 

Joyce, d. H. lawrence, robert frost, g. k. Chesterton, ezra 

pound, philip larkin, T. S. eliot, Wallace Stevens, langston 

Hughes, William Carlos Williams, W. H. Auden, e. e. cum-

mings, dylan Thomas, kingsley Amis, Allen ginsberg, Bob 

dylan, lawrence ferlinghetti, frank o’Hara, Ted Hughes, 

Sylvia plath, John Updike, robert penn Warren, and a host of 

others, this richly rewarding collection captures the history of 

the twentieth century within one monumental volume.

michAel hulse teaches poetry at Warwick University 

and regularly does reading tours in the Uk, the US, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand and india. He is based in Warwick, 

england.

simon rAe is a playwright, novelist, and broadcaster. He 

lives in Banbury, oxfordshire. Both michael Hulse and Si-

mon rae are published poets and winners of the National 

poetry Competition.

the history of the twentieth century As seen through the eyes  

of our greAtest poets
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the 20th century in poetry
edited by miCHAel HUlSe and SimoN rAe
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“A stunner. Absolutely riveting. A marvelously taut, brilliantly 

told story of revenge, and the sea, and the dark forces that 

can shape the human condition.”            —robert ludlum

“The Shipkiller is a superbly written thriller in which Scott 

limns his driven people as stylishly as his boats.”

—time magazine

“moby-dick meets Tom Clancy, and what a splash it makes. 

The Shipkiller kept me up all night. one hell of a sea story.”

—christopher buckley

it was the largest moving object on the face of the earth, 

but for Carolyn and peter Hardin it was a towering wall of 

steel bursting out of a squall at full speed, bearing down 

on their ketch Siren. in a few dramatic moments, Siren was 

shattered by the indifferent juggernaut. Struggling for his 

life, peter Hardin felt the hand of his wife being torn from 

his grip as the huge white letters on the supertanker’s stern–

leviathan—steamed away.

Thus begins an odyssey of revenge that embraces the 

distant waters of the world, from the titanic storms of 

the South Atlantic to the oil-slicked reaches of the persian 

gulf. Now back in print for the first time in twenty-five 

years, The Shipkiler is the story of one man determined to 

win at sea the justice he has been denied on land.

justin scott has written twenty-nine novels, including 

two edgar Award nominations. Scott has co-authored four 

thrillers with Clive Cussler; the most recent, The Thief, hit 

#1 on the New york Times bestseller list. Justin is also 

writing a series of thrillers for the robert ludlum estate. 

He lives in Connecticut.

in celebrAtion of the thirty-fifth AnniversAry of this renowned  

mAritime thriller, A new edition for the next generAtion of reAders.

the shipkiller
A Novel

JUSTiN SCoTT
preface by Clive Cussler
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“in City of mirrors, melodie Johnson Howe’s deliciously wick-

ed sense of humor and insider’s knowledge of Hollywood 

combine to give readers the unforgettable diana poole, a per-

fectly cast detective for this complex, intelligent tale. Howe 

writes beautifully.” —jan burke, edgar Award-winning author

“The moral decay of the movie business has rarely been so 

deftly portrayed as in City of mirrors. Jet-propelled narra-

tive drive, non-stop action, a dark and twisting plot, and a 

mega-tough yet sympathetic heroine make this one impos-

sible to put down.”    —john lescroart, new york times 

            bestselling author

“The book is intelligent, frequently very funny, always 

sophisticated, and a joy to read.”      —the boston globe  

                  (on the mother shadow)

running out of money, diana poole is forced to go back to 

the only work she knows: acting. Her much-loved husband 

and movie-star mother have died, and now diana is over 

thirty-five. in Hollywood that means she might as well be 

dead. Still, a few key people remember her talent, and she 

lands a role in a new movie.

But an actress should never get her hopes up, especially 

when she discovers the female lead’s murdered body. raised 

in her mother’s shadow, diana knows people in “the business” 

will go to dangerous lengths to protect their images. When her 

own life and career are threatened, diana decides to fight back 

and find the killer. But unmasking the surprising murderer isn’t 

that easy, especially when she uncovers what’s real—and un-

real—in her own life.

melodie johnson howe is the author of two novels, The 

mother Shadow, nominated for an edgar award, and Beauty 

dies; a collection of short fiction, Shooting Hollywood: The 

diana poole Stories; and a play, The lady of the House. After 

a career in movies and television, she quit acting to write nov-

els. She lives in Santa Barbara with her husband.

“city of mirrrors is defty written And smArt. on top of thAt,  

it is entertAining As hell.”—michAel connelly
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city of mirrors
A diana poole Thriller

melodie JoHNSoN HoWe
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prAise for the importAnce of suffering:

“rich in valuable insights, well written, and thoroughly re-

sourced. essential reading for anyone who is interested in 

the philosophical, historical, social, and political implica-

tions of the construction of psychoanalysis in the twentieth 

century.”              —the european journal of psychotherapy

“James davies offers a highly original and insightful ap-

proach. drawing from anthropology, philosophy, and psy-

chology, davies weaves a rich narrative that deserves to be 

widely read.”   —dean Alistair ross, oxford university

in an effort to enlighten a new generation about its growing 

reliance on psychiatry, this illuminating volume investigates 

why psychiatry has become the fastest-growing medical field 

in history; why psychiatric drugs are now more widely pre-

scribed than ever before; and why psychiatry, without solid 

scientific justification, keeps expanding the number of mental 

disorders it believes to exist.

This revealing volume shows that these issues can be ex-

plained by one startling fact: in recent decades psychiatry has 

become so motivated by power that it has put the pursuit of 

pharmaceutical riches above its patients’ wellbeing. readers 

will be shocked and dismayed to discover that psychiatry, in 

the name of helping others, has actually been helping itself.

in a style reminiscent of Ben goldacre’s Bad Science and 

investigative in tone, James davies reveals psychiatry’s hid-

den failings and how the field of study must change if it is to 

ever win back its patients’ trust.

jAmes dAvies attained his phd in social and medical an-

thropology at oxford. He is a practicing psychological ther-

apist as well as the author of The importance of Suffering; 

emotions in the field; and The making of psychotherapists. 

He has lectured at Harvard, Brown, the New School, yale, 

and oxford. James lives in england.

An exposé of the current stAte of psychiAtry thAt reveAls how the pursuit of 

phArmAceuticAl riches hAs compromised the pAtient’s wellbeing.

crAcked
The Unhappy Truth about psychiatry

JAmeS dAvieS
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from AcclAimed science Author jim bAggott, A pointed critique  

of modern theoreticAl physics.

fArewell to reAlity
How modern physics Has Betrayed the Search for Scientific Truth

Jim BAggoTT

prAise for the quAntum story:

“Baggott has done something that i would have thought 

impossible in a popular book. He navigates successfully 

between the Scylla of mathematical rigor and the Charyb-

dis of popular nonsense.”             —the wall street journal

“The basic history behind the quantum revolution is well-

known, but no one has ever told it in such a compellingly 

human and thematically seamless way.”

—publishers weekly, starred review

“intellectually gratifying.”           —the economist

in this stunning new volume, Jim Baggott argues that there 

is no observational or experimental evidence for many of the 

ideas of modern theoretical physics: super-symmetric parti-

cles, superstrings, the multiverse, the holographic principle, 

or the anthropic cosmological principle. These theories are 

not only untrue, it is not even science. it is fairy-tale phys-

ics: fantastical, bizarre and often outrageous, perhaps even 

confidence-trickery.

This book provides a much-needed antidote. informed, 

comprehensive, and balanced, it offers lay readers the lat-

est ideas about the nature of physical reality while clearly 

distinguishing between fact and fantasy. With its engaging 

portraits of many central figures of modern physics, including 

paul davies, John Barrow, Brian greene, Stephen Hawking, 

and leonard Susskind, it promises to be essential reading for 

all readers interested in what we know and don’t know about 

the nature of the universe and reality itself.

jim bAggott completed his doctorate in physical chemis-

try at the University of oxford and his postgraduate research 

at Stanford University. He is the author The Quantum Story; 

The first War of physics; and A Beginner’s guide to reality. 

Jim lives in england.
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“She seemed to float and fly, as if the air was her natural element.”    —the economist

“Her history as a dancer is absolutely unique. diaghilev was crazy about her.”            —ninette de valois, 

dancer with the ballet russe, founder of the royal ballet

“markova has danced giselle so many times that she could undoubtedly do it in her sleep; what is so notable 

is that she never does. She is as fresh, as sensitive, as creatively alert as if she had never done it before.”
—john martin, dance critic, the new york times

A frail, exotic-looking girl—so shy she barely spoke a word until age six and so sickly she needed to be home-

schooled—is diagnosed with flat feet and knock-knees. Her weak legs require remedial dance classes, and 

thus the tiny and fragile lilian Alicia marks is discovered as a child prodigy. pushed into show business at 

age ten, and despite a series of family tragedies and financial ruin, the fourteen-year-old is accepted as the 

youngest-ever soloist in Sergei diaghilev’s Ballets russes, re-born under the russified name Alicia markova.

george Balanchine’s first ballet for the company was choreographed for markova, with costumes person-

ally designed for her by Henri matisse. The imposing and mercurial diaghilev would bond emotionally with 

the tiny dancer as with no one else, even considering legal adoption.

This frightfully timid and obedient little girl would become the greatest classical ballerina of her time and one 

of the most self-reliant, entrepreneurial, and independent dancers in an era of prima donnas. for the first time, 

Tina Sutton utilizes all of dame Alicia markova’s intimate journals and correspondence to paint a full picture of 

her astonishing rise as a poor, single Jewish woman in a time of rampant anti-Semitism and sexism. Ballet lovers 

and readers around the world will be fascinated by the story of one of the twentieth century’s great artists.

tinA sutton is currently a fashion, features and arts writer for The Boston globe and has been a writer, 

researcher, and journalist for over thirty years. She also researches and writes material for museum and art 

catalogs and the Howard gotlieb Archival research Center. 

As improbAble As it is inspiring, the story of one of the greAtest bAllerinAs  

of the twentieth century, her fortitude And reinvention,  

from the bAllet russe to mAtisse And bAlAnchine

the mAking of mArkovA
diaghilev’s Baby Ballerina to groundbreaking icon

TiNA SUTToN

• mAjor review Attention
• off-the-book-pAge feAtures
• print And online Advertising
• Author events: new york, boston
• co-op AvAilAble
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